BLIND TEENAGERS GET IN THE WATER WITH DOLPHINS AT MIAMI SEAQUARIUM
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Miami Florida, July 29th, 2008. Twenty-eight teenagers, ages 14 to 18, from Miami Lighthouse for the Blind summer camp will have the opportunity to partake in the Dolphin Encounter of a lifetime on August 7th at 11 a.m. at Miami Seaquarium, 4400 Rickenbacker Causeway, Key Biscayne (Tel: 305-361-5705).

The teenagers will get a chance to touch dolphins, feed them, play with them and get up-close and personal with these loving creatures.

"We are very grateful to Miami Seaquarium for offering our blind and visually impaired teenagers this wonderful opportunity to experience the use of their other senses by swimming with the dolphins. We want to give our transition teens an unforgettable experience and show them the unlimited opportunities that lie ahead of them," said Virginia A. Jacko, a former client of the Miami Lighthouse who has been CEO of the organization since 2005. Ms. Jacko is the only blind female CEO in an agency serving the blind or visually impaired in South Florida.

"We want to stress that these kids can do as much as a sighted kid does. This is an event that helps them understand the importance of gaining confidence and taking on more challenges in their lives. Having these teenagers actually swim hands-on with the dolphins sends out that message loud and clear," said CEO Jacko.

"We are very excited to have the teenagers come out to the park and experience the magic of these animals. Interacting with dolphins truly is an unforgettable experience. We hope the campers will leave Miami Seaquarium with a heightened sense of appreciation and understanding of these incredible animals," said Eric Eimstad, Vice-President of Sales and Marketing at Miami Seaquarium.

Members of the media are invited to join us in this wonderful opportunity to watch our blind and visually impaired teenagers have one of the most exciting and empowering experiences of their lives.
Miami Lighthouse for the Blind is Florida’s largest and oldest agency serving the blind and visually impaired. Each month, Miami Lighthouse helps more than 1,000 children, adults and seniors.

**OUR MISSION**

*To provide vision rehabilitation*

*and eye health services that promote independence,*

*to educate professionals*

*and to conduct research in related fields.*

For more information visit: [http://www.miamilighthouse.org](http://www.miamilighthouse.org)

Or to schedule a tour please call: 305-856-2288 ext 249.

Miami Seaquarium is a family-oriented marine-life park open to the public 365 days a year. The park provides visitors with a greater understanding and appreciation for marine life through shows, presentations and marine-life exhibits. General Admission to Miami Seaquarium is $35.95 for adults and $26.95 for children.

More information on Miami Seaquarium is available at [www.miamiseaquarium.com](http://www.miamiseaquarium.com).

Miami Seaquarium is an accredited member of the Alliance of Marine Mammal Parks and Aquariums, an international organization committed to the care and conservation of marine mammals. Accreditation by the Alliance means this facility meets or exceeds all the standards of excellence for marine mammal care, husbandry, conservation and education.
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